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Friday, August 5, 2011 

Capitol Auditorium, Capitol Building 
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Present were:  Commissioner Moses, Commissioner Kane, Commissioner Andersen, Commissioner Frasure, Commissioner 
Finman and Commissioner Esposito.  Present from the staff were Mr. Keith Bybee, Mr. Todd Cutler, Ms. Kristin Ford, and Cyd 
Gaudet.  Also present from the Attorney General’s Office was Ms. Mooney. 

Chairman Frasure called the meeting to order.   He noted that before they got into the consideration of congressional and legislative plans 
he wanted to reference back to the calendar.  He reviewed that the commission would be meeting the following morning, and then they 
would be taking the next week off.   He said they would then come back on the 15th, 16th, and 17th of August.  He also wanted to confirm 
that the meeting on the 25th had been cancelled.  He noted that the calendar had the 26th as a caucus day, and then had them meeting 
again on the 27th.  He stated that, without objection, they would not meet on the 25th, 26th, or the 27th.   Commissioner Andersen then 
clarified that the 29th was a full day, and not a half day.  As there was no objection, Chairman Frasure indicated that they would cancel 
the meetings on the 25th, 26th, and 27th.   He then indicated that once they adjourn on the 17th they would not come back until the 29th of 
August, and then the calendar was showing meetings on the 29th, 30th, 31st, 1st 2nd 3rd and 4th.  He then said if they were there on Labor Day 
it was their own fault, and they would have no Constitutional authority to act on that date.  As there was no objection to these changes, 
Chairman Frasure said it was so ordered.   He also indicated that they would see as they get closer to the date if they had any further 
adjustments.  He also stated that in accordance with the open meeting law they need at least a five day notice of any change they decide to 
make.       

Chairman Frasure then stated that before getting into the maps he had a point of personal privilege to make. He said that there had been 
a bit of media frenzy in the last few days, and he wanted to speak on the record.  He said that he served in the Idaho Senate for a long 
time, and it bothers him when he sees it reported, or implied, that he is out plotting against his fellow senators. He indicated that there are a 
number of those folks that end up in primary races, and that some of them apparently voted against an education bill, that he was unaware 
of. He said that when he looks at the six of the eight that did, they are folks that he served with, and he considers them colleagues, friends, 
and allies. He stated that he wanted it very clear that he is not targeting those individuals.  He said that he has great respect for them, and if 
there is any inference that he is doing that, he wants to make it very clear that he is not.  He also said that he wanted to make it very clear 
that in the meetings with his fellow commissioners, there is absolutely no targeting of those individuals.  He indicated that they didn’t know 
where all of the incumbents lived. He noted that he knew a few in his neighborhoods, and had some knowledge, but they were trying to 
follow the law.  He explained that the law says you don’t consider political party or incumbency situations, and that’s exactly what they did.   
He said that Legislative Services, interestingly enough, provided them with an overlay that gave him serious heartburn, when that was 
applied to his plan.  He stated that it didn’t change the plans, but then he knew that he was going to be a fairly unpopular former senator 
amongst his colleagues.  He said he has heard from most of the twelve senators, and they are not happy, and he can appreciate that; 
however he does not believe that their charge was to protect them.  He said that speaking as the Co-Chair, and especially for his fellow 
commissioner from Boise, who has been attacked as brutally as he has been in numerous papers, it is very unfair. He indicated that they 
were going to roll out three more plans today, and that there are major differences in all of them. He said that they always intended to put 
out a number of options; however they are not going to alter that first plan that was put out without regard to this.  He said that in these 
new plans they did not regard this; however unfortunately they have been reminded where all of these people live now, and they are still 
trying to ignore that. He stated that he has twelve senators mad at him now, and that he will have the other twenty of them mad at him 
today. He said that as they shuffle counties and lines around, in an attempt to find something they can all live with, there will be a bunch 
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more.  He said there were some that were feeling very confident as they saw the one plan (and this is also a message to them as well), that 
they may see a lot of plans they don’t like and he is sorry; however, the Commission’s job is not to protect incumbents.  

Commissioner Esposito then indicated that he had three plans to present: L#38, L#39 and L#40.  He said that he would like to show a 
quick view of L#38 to get it introduced, but he would like to come back and walk through that as the last plan today.  He then stated that 
they would walk through L#39, then go to L#40, and come back to L#38.  He stated that L#39 was a variation of a plan submitted from the 
public by Jared Larsen, and they did some clean up on it. He said that Mr. Larsen’s plan dealt with eastern Idaho.  Chairman Frasure then 
indicated that he tried to get in touch with Mr. Larsen, and that he had no idea who he is. He said that he did get back an email that said he 
was unavailable, so he was going to try again on the weekend as he would like to thank him, and he hated to steal his work.     

Commissioner Esposito then indicated that on L#39 they would start with District 23, as that is where the changes actually begin. In 
answer to a question from Commissioner Moses, he explained that Jared took L#34 and made his changes, which were registered as 
L#36, and then they took L#36 and only looked at the areas which Mr. Larsen had changed, and did some clean up. He said that it needed 
some tweaks to get it to conform to the law, so it is basically a variation of L#34, L#36 and now its L#39.  He said that everything west and 
north of Elmore County remains the same as L#34 and L#36.  Mr. Bybee then indicated that they would overlay L#36 to help show what 
the differences are.   

Commissioner Esposito then indicated that District 23 incorporates Elmore, Gooding, and Camas County into one district. 

District 24 is where there was the significant change from L#34.    

District 25 basically remains the same as L#36. 

District 26 combines part of Twin Falls County with Jerome. 

In District 27 they moved Aberdeen and Pocatello.   

District 28 restores the Highland area. 

The commission then reviewed District 29. 

District 30, with Aberdeen in place, was reviewed next.  

Commissioner Andersen then asked, in looking at Districts 29, 28, and 30, was Bannock County divided three times?  Commissioner 
Esposito indicated that was correct.   

The commission then reviewed District 31 with Idaho Falls.   Chairman Frasure indicated that the change is that it had divided Bingham 
County into three districts, so by putting Aberdeen back, it pushed that division back into Bannock County. He said that in most of their 
plans, coming up from the south, it does get divided into three districts, so the idea was to eliminate that third division within Bingham 
County, and that caused the chain reaction.  

District 32, District 33, District 34, and then District 35 were reviewed.  

Commissioner Moses asked for the total number of counties that were divided, and Chairman Frasure indicated that it was eleven 
counties.   

Commissioner Esposito then indicated that he would start up north on L#40.  He stated that L#40 was a variation of L#34 and, as 
described, they tried to provide a way to join Shoshone County with the southern portion of Bonner County, while still following the statute 
requiring highway connections.  It would require an exception to this requirement; however, this is not the case in Idaho and Clearwater 
Counties as the highway runs through Lewis.  It also takes a different approach by joining Power County to the south east counties through      
Oneida County rather than directly east into Bannock.   

The commission then reviewed District 3.    

District 4 is the City of Coeur d’Alene and part of Post Falls. 

District 5 extends down into the City of Moscow. 

District 6 includes part of Latah, Clearwater and Idaho Counties. 

District 7 combines Lewis and Nez Perce Counties. 

District 8 is Valley, Adams, Washington, and Payette Counties combined into one district, which is different than what they had seen before.   

District 9 is Gem County, Boise County, and a portion of Ada County. 
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District 10 combines Middleton with part of Caldwell and Canyon County.  

District 11 takes in a portion of the City of Nampa and some of the outlying areas to Lake Lowell. 

District 12 picks up the major part of the balance of the City of Nampa. 

District 13 runs along the northern boundary of Canyon County. It also combines part of Ada County with Canyon County. 

District 14 is Eagle and Garden City. 

District 15 is actually similar in area to the existing District 15 as Chinden Boulevard forms the north boundary, it touches a little bit on the 
connector, and goes as far west as Cloverdale Road.  

District 16 incorporates about half of the City of Meridian. 

District 17 picks up the southern portion of Meridian and the City of Boise.  

District 18 follows between Hill Road and the river, and where it crosses the river it follows the bench east to west. It is basically the major 
area of BSU, it dips a little into the east end, and most of the north end and near north end areas.   

District 19 picks up the bench areas between the connector, and moving again up to the bench areas along the rim going south towards I84.  

District 20 picks up southwest Ada County, western Ada County, the Surprise Valley area and Columbia Village.  

District 21 has a portion of the City of Meridian and goes south to the southwest corner of Ada County.  

District 22 is all of Owyhee County, and a portion of Canyon County south and west of Lake Lowell. It picks up the Melba area down on that 
side, and picks up the area south of Parma down to where the river adjoins  Owyhee County.  

District 23 has Elmore, Gooding and a portion of Twin Falls County. 

District 24 has Lincoln, Blaine, Camas, Butte, Custer, and Lemhi Counties. 

District 25 has everything in the southern portion of Twin Falls County, Buhl, Filer, and the outlying areas of Twin Falls County and a portion 
of the City of Twin Falls along its southern and western edge.  

District 26 is Jerome County; it includes Kimberly and a portion of the City of Twin Falls, with Highway 93 as the dividing line.  

District 27 is Minidoka and Cassia Counties and small portion of Twin Falls County with the Hansen and Murtagh precincts. 

District 28 has Power, Oneida, Caribou, Bear Lake, and Franklin Counties and a portion of Bannock County.  

District 29 has a portion of Pocatello, Chubbuck, a portion of Bingham County, and the City of Blackfoot.  Commissioner Andersen asked 
if this district takes in the precincts in Blackfoot, and Chairman Frasure indicated that was correct, that it is all of the City of Blackfoot, all 
of the City of Chubbuck, and the eastern side of Pocatello.  He pointed out that it contains 96% of the Native American population on the 
Fort Hall Reservation.   

The commission then reviewed District 30, and District 31.  Commissioner Andersen then asked how many times this plan divides 
Bingham County, and was told that it divides it once into two districts.  

District 32 was then reviewed. 

Commissioner Esposito then explained that the better part of the City of Idaho Falls is incorporated into District 33.  District 34 and 
District 35 were then reviewed.  

Commissioner Moses  asked how many counties were divided in this plan, and Chairman Frasure answered that  eleven counties were 
divided. 

Commissioner Esposito then moved on to L#38 which is a variation of L#34. He noted that the first change is in District 2; however, he 
stated that to be able to fully appreciate the changes they would go to District 6 and work their way back up to show the impact. He said 
that this plan was put together in response to a request by Commissioner Kane, and also an email from one of the appointing authorities, 
Representative Rusche, in terms of keeping Lewis and Nez Perce Counties together.  He said that’s what they have done in this plan, and 
it was also done in the previous plan.  
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He said that in looking at District 5, 6 and 7,  the impact ends up combining Idaho, Clearwater, and part of Latah County in District 7, and  
District 5  combines part of Latah, Benewah, Shoshone, and part of Kootenai County.  Hence  the impact on District 2.  He noted that there 
is also an impact on District 4, and as a result it cascades on to District 5.    He noted that District 6 was something they had been working 
on since they got the request from Commissioner Kane, and that they are putting this change out there in response to that request. He 
also said that  he has no intention of relinquishing his jeer from Marty Trillhaase for not combining Nez Perce County and Lewis County in 
the original L#34.  He then said that in order for this plan to be legal, and to be in accordance with Code 72-1506(9),  he felt compelled, in 
order to remain true to their position, that since they have a non-connecting road issue as a result of this change, he moved that the 
minutes reflect that they can’t complete their duties for a legislative district by fully complying with that the subsection. He then moved that 
Subsection 9 shall not apply to Districts 6 and 7 of legislative plan L#38, and he would like to have a vote on that in order to make this a 
legal plan.  

Chairman Frasure indicated that a motion is always in order, and it is following the guidelines which they have been given, so at any time 
he could move that because in any legislative district where you don’t comply, that would be a proper motion. He then stated that they had 
a motion to waive that requirement on L#38 in regards to Districts 6 and 7. He pointed out that this is the Maiden Voyage of this new 
provision in the code, and that this is their attempt to stay constitutional.  Commissioner Moses then indicated that with all due respect 
for the desire for haste they had only had this in their hands for 90 seconds and he was simply not prepared to vote for something that he 
hadn’t had a chance to examine. Commissioner Esposito then responded that this is by no means signaling or acknowledging  any 
approval of the overall plan; rather,  this vote is strictly to do with the waiving of the road rule.  He stated that he would stand on his 
position, and his motion, that this is the appropriate time to do it.  He said that they had been talking about the governing statutes and the 
laws that they need to follow throughout. He also said that he believed that Commissioner Moses and Commissioner Kane had done an 
eloquent job, during their public meetings, laying out what those requirements are, so he didn’t see where this takes any time or any 
debate. He indicated that in order for this plan to be duly submitted as a legal plan by a member of the commission he was going to stand 
on the motion to have a vote on the road issue.   

Chairman Frasure then took the vote, with Commissioners Esposito, Finman and Frasure voting aye, and Commissioners Andersen and 
Moses voting nay.  Commissioner Kane then said that she had to abstain as she hadn’t had enough time to look at it, and for the record 
she didn’t think that they would have much problem on her side of the table with the road rule.   

Chairman Frasure indicated that the roll call showed 3 yes, 2 no, and 1 abstention, and that he would note, prior to announcing the vote, 
that the guidelines in any legislative body, including theirs, under Mason’s rules, is that if you are present, you vote. He said that 
Commissioner Andersen had allowed abstentions when he was in the chair; however, that does not follow Mason’s Manual. He said that 
they are here to vote in a legislative process; that abstention is not an option;  that it does not express an opinion one way or the other, and 
it is not allowed in the rules.  Commissioner Andersen then asked where that is found in Mason’s Manual. Chairman Frasure indicated 
that in Chapter 46, Section 520 it states that a vote is required to decide a question, and that under Section 521 it states very clearly that 
members must vote unless excused. He then read the section which indicated it is a general rule that a legislative body can not only compel 
the attendance of its members but it can also require them to vote unless excused by the body.  He said that there are provisions that if it 
conflicts with something, you could ask for a waiver from the requirement.  He then read Section 520 that states the decision of the 
deliberate body can be made only by the taking of a vote at a meeting. The fact that members have indicated expressed opinions on a 
question is not a decision of the body and is of no effect. The act of voting is a positive act whereby the person makes known an affirmative 
or negative position and no presumption should be indulged that a voter who does not vote is counted.  He then said that the rule is that 
you vote if you are present.    Commissioner Andersen then stated that he would like to review that section before he accepts that 
interpretation.  [Whereupon Chairman Frasure handed Mason’s Manual to Commissioner Andersen.]  Commissioner Moses suggested that 
they might direct an inquiry to the staff as to whether the rules, in fact, do not allow an abstention.  

Chairman Frasure indicated that they have the rules, and that is why they adopted one procedure, and one of the reasons that they had 
to come to a decision that they adopt some set of rules, so that they had some semblance of order.  He said that if Commissioner Kane 
wants to abstain they can move on that issue to take a vote.  He indicated that if she has a reason that she doesn’t want to vote at this 
time, and if it’s a legitimate reason that the other commissioners accept, they can certainly vote to allow her not to vote.    Commissioner 
Moses then stated that he had requested parliamentary advice and asked if he was denying that request.  Chairman   Frasure answered 
that the staff is not in a position to make a ruling on a parliamentary decision.  Commissioner Moses then indicated that he didn’t ask for 
a ruling, he asked for advice.  Chairman Frasure then said that if there was any member of the staff that thinks they are qualified to 
answer that question, they were welcome to stand up and take a shot at it.   He said it was very straightforward when you start studying the 
issue of voting, that the purpose of them actually meeting and conducting business is to arrive at a decision, and that requires votes.  He 
said that is common in every legislative process and it is very clear in Mason’s that if you are here, you vote. He stated that in fact bodies 
even go to the extent of having provisions, although they don’t have that provision here, that they will call members that are not present, 
and send out their authorities to collect them.  He said that they will bring back the bodies so that they are actually in their chairs, and are 
required to vote. He noted that they will lock down the chambers until there is actually a vote.  

Commissioner Moses then asked again if the Chairman was denying his request.   Chairman Frasure indicated that he is not denying his 
request at all, and asked if there was a member of the staff that thinks they are qualified to answer that question. He said that he had four 
staff members, and not one of them wanted to stand up, and that if they wanted to put one of them on the spot, he supposed that they 
could.  Ms. Ford then addressed the commission; she apologized that she was not prepared to answer this question without looking it up.  
She indicated that it may be moot for this particular point since they would need a vote of 5 out of 6, and she believed that 2 had voted 
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against.  However, she would be happy to consult any parliamentary experts that she could find, and get back to the commission with a 
better answer at another time.  

Commissioner Kane then indicated that in reading the minutes from ten years ago, they had regularly passed on voting. She said that she 
was not familiar with Mason’s rules, however, she was familiar with Robert’s Rules, and she just did not feel ready to vote at this time. She 
stated that she had not seen the plan enough; however, she did appreciate Commissioner Esposito’s attempt to combine Lewis and Nez 
Perce Counties.  But she said that she had not had a chance to look at it, and she was not prepared to vote, even preliminarily on this.  
Chairman Frasure indicated that he was not going to force the issue; however again, she was violating the protocol.  He stated that the 
vote does show 3 yes, and 2 no, which was less than the five votes required to support the position, and the vote had failed.  

Commissioner Esposito then suggested that the vote was duly noted and asked if they could move on with his presentation.  Chairman 
Frasure indicated that the rule was not waived in this particular situation, and that hopefully in the future they could take those votes, and 
perhaps get conclusion. He said that is the protocol that anytime you have waiver of the legislative requirement, if you want to request a 
vote on that, you are certainly entitled to that. He said it was presented properly, and that they were looking at that plan. He noted that it 
was not a vote on the approval of the plan, and it certainly does not bind anybody, and it does not become law, it is simply a procedural 
vote that the legislature required them to do. He then said that, without objection, he would allow Commissioner Esposito to continue 
presenting L#38.   

Commissioner Moses  then indicated that, before they continued, he would like the minutes to note that  the primary reason that they 
voted no was that they were not permitted time to examine or deliberate on this. He said that they were pushed into a vote immediately on 
something that their side had for days, and they had for seconds.  He indicated that the vote was rushed, and in his opinion was wholly 
inappropriate not to allow them time to examine that, and he would like the minutes to reflect that as well.  Chairman Frasure indicated 
that was so noted, and asked that they keep in mind that this was an attempt to compromise with them, as they had desired to keep those 
two counties whole, and this was an attempt to move in that direction.  He said that on each line that they consider they will be doing 
similar votes, and he apologized that they had taken such great offense to them offering a compromise.   Commissioner Moses then 
indicated that had there been an offer of compromise that they could have discussed; there might have been a different outcome. He said 
that they were not informed of this compromise, so it was hard to be party to something that they had not seen.   

Chairman Frasure indicated that this was no surprise at all, that this is a district that they requested, and is printed in their plan. He said 
that he was surprised, and absolutely taken, that here they are trying to compromise, and trying to agree to one of their positions. He 
indicated that he was excited to have this plan presented because he thought finally we know that we are all trying to get to a bill that they 
can all live with.  He stated that they will be taking this vote on numerous occasions.   He said that they all know where the trouble spots 
are, and that this is certainly no surprise that they requested this in their plan. He indicated that they were simply following the protocol that 
should be followed in offering to waive the requirement, so that they could conform to the very legislative district that Commissioner 
Kane, and one of the appointing authorities, Representative Rusche, requested.  He said they simply thought they were being fair, and if 
that offended them he certainly apologized; however, it was simply an effort in good faith.  

Commissioner Moses then said that he wanted to hear what Commissioner Esposito had to say, but in final comment, that in every 
parliamentary body that he has been in, that was called a snap vote, and there is nothing fair about it.   

Commissioner Andersen then indicated that he would like to make a statement.  He said that first of all, with the exception of 
Commissioner Frasure, he really didn’t know much about their team. He said that he was familiar with Commissioner Frasure and his 
reputation, however.  They had never really developed any kind of working relationship beyond attending some public hearings. He said he 
really didn’t know what his intentions, interests, or motivations are, and didn’t know if his motives were trustworthy or if there were ulterior 
motives. He said that pushing hard to take an action, when there are other options to equally meet their objective criteria; he has become 
suspicious of the motives behind such pressure. He indicated that when he knows there is no specific requirement to vote on a particular line 
at any specified time, he finds the action to force a vote to be extremely suspect.  He stated that what they are trying to do over this ninety 
day time line will be to shape the political landscape for the next decade. He said that it is crucial that their votes are deliberative and not 
made on a whim.   He stated that they owe it to Idaho to give themselves time to look at all of the proposals from many angles and that 
they are giving the public the opportunity to weigh in.  He said that he asked himself why the other side is being so insistent on voting at 
this time, what are the consequences of voting now, is there something that they are withholding, or is there something that we have not 
thoroughly thought through. Wouldn’t it be better for them to take some time to make sure that all of their legitimate interests are truly 
being met? He said that after their meeting a couple of weeks ago, he read in the news media that they went through all of that effort on 
the congressional districts to learn that their team was absolutely thrilled because they now had their plan in front of them, and they didn’t 
have anything from them. The maneuver worked very well for them, and they couldn’t be happier.  He said if their objective was to get them 
to present legislative plans, then why the ruse? He said that they were eager to get their map into the public for discourse and discussion. 
He indicated that it appears here, however, that it would have been much more productive to say that was your objective rather than to 
engender the mistrust and acrimony, which apparently has generated, by taking the action that occurred during this meeting.  

Commissioner Andersen said that it would be jointly beneficial to stimulate each other’s creativity in thinking up mutually advantageous 
solutions for the tasks at hand. He stated that he regrets that this vote was pushed at this time, and that trying to influence them with 
threats and warnings of what will happen if they don’t go along is wasting the commission’s time for unnecessary strategic maneuvering. He 
said that this does not improve his assessment that they are working towards a creative and trustworthy relationship between the parties. 
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He stated that he wants them to know that he finds it most distressing to be put in a position where they are trying to force a vote without 
having the time to really study and thoroughly understand the implications of that vote.   

Chairman Frasure indicated that he appreciated that, and he saw that it was a well prepared text that Commissioner Andersen just 
read from. He said that obviously it was not a surprise, and that he had been waiting in the wings to present that. He stated that it was well 
read, and certainly took a lot of preparation to have that written statement prepared for this moment. He said that he honestly thought they 
were giving them a compromise today and that they now had a vote on that issue. He also said that a vote can certainly be brought up 
again on any one of these plans. He stated that it didn’t carry this time as it does require 5 out of 6. He said that hopefully in the future, 
when it is considered again, since it was their line that they were trying to get to, that it would be considered in good faith.  He said that in 
direct response to the statement, that their hand was forced by Commissioner Andersen in pushing them away, so they never did get to 
a conclusion on the congressional line. He stated that Commissioner Andersen made a ruling in the chair that obviously surprised them, 
and was a “gotcha” moment.  He said that they weren’t prepared for that and so they certainly tried to make the best out of what they 
thought was a poor decision. He indicated that they still have no congressional plan, nor are they close to a congressional plan, and they 
have no legislative plan, nor are they close to a legislative plan. He said that their desire is to follow the law and to follow the statutes. He 
stated that it was not meant to be a surprise, and obviously it was not as Commissioner Andersen had a well prepared statement in 
response to that.  He said that he could leave those bear traps all day if he liked, however it was simply a protocol procedural vote based on 
the legal requirements which they have.  

Commissioner Esposito then said that he had been sitting there listening to all of this, and that he also noticed the well prepared 
statement. He stated that the crux of the problem that they have now, as evidenced by Commissioner Moses’ inquiry into how many 
counties have been split continually, is the fact that they are at somewhat of an impasse.  He said their view is that they are trying to follow 
all of the laws, and trying to arrive at places where they can compromise. He said that he was hopeful that this was one area that could be a 
start in terms of working off of L#34 to get there. He stated that he finds it mindboggling that their fellow commissioners can say that taking 
a basic vote on the road issue is something that is a surprise and they really aren’t prepared for that, and he finds that hard to believe.  He 
said that they do need to move this process forward, and they do have a major fundamental difference as they are approaching this. He said 
that basically this difference is do they follow all of the laws, and all of the regulations that they are required to.  He said that the legislature, 
in recognizing that there would be some areas of either impasse or disagreement or need for compromise, wisely provided them with a 
mechanism for them to have a vote, not only on this, but in some other areas.  

He asked, if they can’t move orderly though some of this process, how are they ever going to get there?. He said that right now in terms of 
going back and forth, and in terms of trying to move this forward, they have been given the approach of  rearranging the districts, with the 
nine districts in Ada County, with a little tweak here and a little tweak there, but no movement of any significance or import on the part of 
the other side to show any kind of accommodation. He  finds that they are right back in the position of where they were with the 
congressional districts:   they spent a lot of time and effort in preparing a large number of plans, and what they have to show for it is 
nothing at this point. He said that they have some plans that are out there, however they presented a large numbers of plans. He indicated 
that he spent a lot of time and effort preparing those congressional plans in terms of looking at L28, and realizing that he couldn’t even see 
a starting point there. He said that’s what led him to put together L#34; to meet the challenge in terms of following the laws and getting the 
lowest deviation as possible, and they know how that has been viewed.  He stated that quite honestly he is proud of that plan and he 
honestly believes that it does meet the criteria. He indicated that when they took this position what they were asked to do was to put a plan 
together that follows all of the laws and regulations, and furthers that one person one vote principle.  

He then said that he was ready to present another portion of this plan, as a part of the clean-up, in  eastern Idaho.  He said that in terms of 
doing that clean-up, they actually have a split precinct there, and that this was the first time that they had actually presented a plan with a 
split precinct.  He indicated that the legislature has given them the authority to split precincts based on a vote.  He said that he can go 
ahead and repeat exactly what he said earlier, and that in accordance with chapter 72-1506(7), which deals with precincts, that he can go 
on and move for that, but he guessed that the question is whether they can do  an easy clean-up on a precinct vote or  not.  He said in that 
way, a plan that was presented by the commission from his view, and from Commissioner Finman and Commissioner Frasure’s view, 
would then allow them to present the plan that meets the criteria that has been guiding them, and that is really the heart of the matter.  He 
said that they are entitled to submit all of the plans they want, that may or may not comply with all of the statutes, and that is their option.  
However, he is being more of a stickler and wanting to adhere to the law, and if they can’t adhere to it, if they need to present a plan that 
needs a split precinct or needs a road variance, then he is going to ask for a vote. He said that he was compelled to do that because that’s 
what they have been impaneled to do. He indicated that until somebody tells him differently, that he can ignore the law and just pick and 
choose which ones you want, he is going to follow the law.  He then moved that the minutes reflect that they cannot complete their duties 
for a legislative district by fully complying with this subsection and he therefore moves that subsection 7 shall not apply to Districts 30 and 
31.  

At that time Commissioner Moses said that he appreciates the talk of compromise, and clearly they were not going to get a plan done 
anywhere if there isn’t some compromise somewhere.  He then said that he would ask, in the spirit of compromise, that any votes on these 
plans which had just been laid before them right now, be delayed until they have had a chance to examine them, and examine the 
ramifications of the votes.  He said that if compromise isn’t desired, and what’s desired is to ram something through, then they can go 
ahead; however, he requested that this be deferred until they have had a chance to examine the plans.  Commissioner Esposito then said 
that he would yield on the request for this motion, and allow his fellow commissioners to duly consider the change, and the impact of the 
vote, in the spirit of trying to reach compromise.  He stated that he did want to say that they will not see a plan from him with a violation of 
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either the road rule, or precinct splits, without asking for a vote. In response to a question from Chairman Frasure, Commissioner 
Esposito indicated that he would withdraw his motion at this time.  

Chairman Frasure then asked Mr. Cutler to focus in on the area that Commissioner Esposito was just talking about. He indicated that 
the attempt was to make as perfectly as possible a box in Bonneville County. He said that he wanted to show any precincts that had been 
divided.   

Commissioner Andersen then asked for a 30 minute recess. As there was no objection, Chairman Frasure called a 30 minute recess.  

Chairman Frasure called the meeting back to order at 3:50 p.m., and indicated that prior to the recess they had been halfway through the 
presentation on L#38. 

Commissioner Esposito asked Mr. Cutler to put up the overlay of L#34 so they could see what the changes were.  Chairman Frasure 
indicated that there were major changes in this plan, from L#34, and that they had moved whole counties and big blocks of folks to give 
them more options.  Commissioner Esposito then explained that they had cleaned up the boundary line, and as he said previously they 
split the precinct as a practical matter, and it did have impact on the other districts around it.  He said that they tried to get a neat, clean 
district in that area, and also just as another potential way to try to achieve some movement.  He also said that he wanted to make sure that 
everybody had a good look at what they were proposing over in eastern Idaho.   

Chairman Frasure then indicated that those were the three plans that they had to present that day. He said that it was unfortunate that it 
broke down today, and for future reference any time they present a plan that does either, they will ask if the commission can support the 
position.  He said that it is not a vote that approves any plans, it is just allowing a line in a district, and it doesn’t bind you to do anything.  
He said that on all plans, until there is a final decision, they are certainly subject to conversation.  He said that if they are going to attempt at 
all to conform to the two statutes that require votes, that from their side, any time they are going to present those changes, they will ask for 
permission to do it, and that is all the intent is. He said that he has known Commissioner Andersen for 20 years, and has been in his 
home many times. He stated that he was surprised that he would make the statement that they have no relationship, as they have known 
each other for 20 years, and have visited on a pretty regular basis, and in politics they have been involved with each other forever.     

Commissioner Andersen then asked for adjournment until 10:00 a.m. on the 15th of August. Chairman Frasure pointed out that they 
were scheduled for a meeting the following day.   He then explained that the motion to adjourn is a non debatable motion so he could not 
comment.  After taking a vote Chairman Frasure indicated that it appeared to be a tie and asked for a roll call vote.  The motion failed 
with Commissioners Andersen, Kane, and Moses voting yes, and Commissioners Esposito, Finman and Chairman Frasure voting 
no.  

Commissioner Moses then stated that they had been presented with three plans that day, and that clearly there was some complexity, 
more than they usually get in one day, and they needed time to examine them. He said that they did not believe that they would be ready to 
discuss them intelligently before the next morning. He indicated that he was surprised that there was a vote, as it had been the custom of 
the commission to grant these study recesses whenever requested.  However he said that this was the reason for the request, and to come 
back the following day, before they were prepared, he was not sure served any useful purpose.  

Commissioner Esposito then said that he believed that there were a couple of orders of business that they could take care of the 
following morning.  He said that he would like to review the new congressional plan, and although it had been sort of tabled, he would like 
to see what the public had submitted. He also said that he had another plan, that given 45 minutes to an hour, he would be ready to submit   
the following day.  He indicated then, when they come back on the 15th, there would be plenty of discussion points  to move forward on. 

Commissioner Kane indicated that sounded fine to her and that she would be prepared to come in and talk about those things.  

Commissioner Esposito then made a motion to adjourn until the following day at 10:00 a.m.  He said that they should be able to move 
through all of those items fairly quickly, and he appreciated his fellow commissioners’ indulgence.   

Chairman Frasure then took the vote, and as it was in the affirmative, he indicated that they would stand adjourned until 10:00 a.m. the 
following morning.  


